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INTRODUCTION

It is our pleasure to present the 2013-2015 report on research and scholarly activity across KPU. The depth, breadth and diversity of scholarship speaks to the commitment and engagement of our faculty and students, extending well beyond the classroom and deeply into the fabric of the communities we serve.

The research and scholarly activity profiled in this publication illustrates the variety of topics and methods by which KPU is enhancing its reputation as an applied polytechnic university. There is a growing body of thematic and individually inspired research that we believe can be characterized as - driven by demand; informed by science; and transformed by impact.

As KPU’s reputation grows, more faculty and students are combining experiential learning and applied research opportunities with industry, government and community partners to tackle complex problems in real world settings.

Please enjoy this report and celebrate with us the impressive accomplishments of KPU researchers and scholars.

Sincerely,

Arthur Fallick, PhD., Associate Vice President, Research Office of Research & Scholarship Kwantlen Polytechnic University
Notes:
- KPU faculty are printed in **bold**.
- KPU students are printed in *italics*.
- For information about KPU’s academic divisions, see kpu.ca/divisions
KPU - Scholarly Activity

2013

Audiovisual Media


Book - as Author/Editor


**Book - Chapter Contribution**


**Conference Presentation – Attendee**


Harvey, N. & Hickinbottom-Brawn, S. (2013). Cause I Wanna Be Anarchy: Countercultures As An Illustration Of Authenticity. The American Psychological Convention, Honolulu, HA.


Migliore, S. (2013). Achieving Success: Preliminary Insights from Work & Life Narratives. 1st Annual Research & Knowledge Mobilization Day @ Kwantlen. Inter- and Multi-Disciplinary Approaches to Polytechnic Education, Kwantlen Polytechnic University, Surrey, BC.


**Conference Presentation - Invited**

Blizard, L. (2013). *Faculty Members' Experiences of Cyberbullying at a Canadian University*.

Blizard, L., & Nilson, M. (2013). *Faculty Members' Experiences of Cyberbullying at a Canadian University*. 


Rojas-Primus, C. (2013). *Inclusion in the Classroom and the Notion of ‘The Intercultural’*. The 38th International Conference on Improving University Teaching, Catholic University, Santiago, Chile.

**Other**


Performing Art


Presentation/Workshop


Harwood, N. (2013). Salmon Row, Faculty of Arts Presentation Series, Kwantlen Polytechnic. Lunch hour talk on creative process.

Minhas, G. S. (2013). Talk on Stress busters for CRA.


**Print and Media**


Frank, A., & Coastal First Nations (2013). The Sound of Silence - Oil Spill Ad Campaign. Retrieved from [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1XNwdI5m_E](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1XNwdI5m_E)


Mullinix, K., & Harbut R. (2013, December). ALR protects a precious non-renewable resource essential to the realization of BC.’s agriculture potential. Special to the *Vancouver Sun*.


Refereed Journal Article


Visual Art Presentation – Group

White Paper


2014

Book - as Author/Editor


Book - Chapter Contribution


**Book Review**


**Conference Presentation - Attendee**


Dukewich, K. R., & Vossen, D. (2014). Including students in the learning experience: How reflective writing assignments can be used to help students engage with course content. Society for Teaching & Learning in Higher Education.


Jhangiani, R. (2014). Would you please stop smiling at your crotch? Predictors of student classroom smartphone use and faculty course smartphone policies. Poster presentation at the 26th Annual Convention of the Association for Psychological Science, San Francisco, CA.


Conference Presentation – Invited

Collaboration in the Canadian Food Movement. Canadian Association of Food Studies Conference, St. Catherines, ON.


Davison, K. M. (2014). Nutrition and Mental Health: Research Profile with Links to Health Sciences. University of Ontario Institute of Technology, Faculty of Health Sciences, Oshawa, ON.


Offenders and Ex-Offenders Facilitate a Healthy, Sustainable Community Food System. Canadian Association of Food Studies Conference, St. Catharines, ON.


**Industry/Trade Meeting or Presentation**


**Other**

Frank, A. (2014). 2014 PR World Awards - Best Use of Social Media or Digital Media Campaign of the Year - OilSpillTruths.com


**Performing Art**


Tones, D., & the TorQ Ensemble (2014). Performance by Daniel Tones and the TorQ Ensemble.


Tones, D., (2014). Visiting Artist Recital at the University of Lethbridge.

**Presentation/Workshop**


Fortin, S., Mullinix, K., Ranzoni, N., & Robinson, K. (2014, June). SWBC Phase 1 Stakeholder Workshops, Maple Ridge, BC.


Mullinix, K. (2014, April). Regional Food System Planning. Invited presentation to Regional District of Okanagan and Similkameen, Hedley, BC.


Pink, R. M. (2014). The Tibetan Refugee Community in Dharamshala, India The Tibetan Refugee Community in Dharamshala, India. Presentation at a TALK Program at KPU.


**Print and Media**


**Refereed Journal Article**


**Visual Art Presentation - Group**


**White Paper**


2015

Book - as Author/Editor


Book - Chapter Contribution


**Book Review**


**Conference Presentation - Attendee**


Hayes, J. P. (2015). *Building and Selling Tourism and Parks in Western China: An Analysis of Nyemo, Songpan, and Kangding Counties*. Association for East Asian Environmental History, Triennial Meeting (Fall), Kagawa Japan (October) (also Panel Chair, other panel).


Jhangiani, R., & Suedfeld, P. (2015). *An integrative complexity analysis of the contemporary conflict between North and South Korea*. In A. Conning (Chair), Using measures of conceptual complexity to understand the behaviour of dictators and other political leaders. Symposium at the 38th Annual Scientific Meeting of the International Society of Political Psychology, San Diego, CA.


Mullinix, K. (2015, March). *UBC Faculty of Land and Food Systems, Graduate Student Conference*, University of British Columbia, Vancouver campus.


**Conference Presentation - Invited**


Jhangiani, R. (2015). The future of textbooks is open (and the future has arrived). Invited talk at Vancouver Community College, Vancouver, BC.


Jhangiani, R. (2015). The future is open: Enhancing pedagogy and scholarship via open educational practices. Keynote address at the Faculty of Arts AGM, Kwantlen Polytechnic University, Surrey, BC.

Jhangiani, R. (2015). The future is open: The desirable and inevitable shift towards open educational practices. Keynote address at the Joint Academic Retreat, Yukon College, Whitehorse, YK.

Jhangiani, R. (2015). The future (of textbooks) is open. Invited talk at the Annual General Meeting of the Canadian Federation of Students (British Columbia), Nanaimo, BC.


Industry/Trade Meeting or Presentation


Other


**Jhangiani, R.** (2015). Embracing openness. Open Access Week panel discussion, Kwantlen Polytechnic University, Surrey, BC.

**Jhangiani, R.** (2015). Open educational resources. Workshop at the Joint Academic Retreat, Yukon College, Whitehorse, YK.


Pitt, B., & **Jhangiani, R.** (2015). Distinguishing the dOERs: Faculty use of open educational resources. BCcampus webinar for open education week.


**Performing Art**

Presentation/Workshop


**Dorward, C.** (2015, October). *Introduction to Canning Workshop*. Hosted by Village Vancouver as part of the City of Vancouver Sustenance Festival.


Hayes, J. P. (2015). *China’s Contemporary Environmental Developments*. Kwantlen TALK (Third Age Learning at Kwantlen), Richmond, BC.


Mullinix, K. (2015, March). *Fruit Tree Canopy Management workshop*. Black Creek Community Centre, Courtenay, BC.


Rallings, A., & Singfield, C. (2015, August; September). *Agriculture in the City Exhibit at the PNE. Information booth and two public talks during the exhibit*. PNE Fairgrounds, Vancouver, BC.


**Print and Media**


**Refereed Journal Article**


Messer, R. (2015). Out of Control: Lax Procedures at National Capital Trust?" *IMA Educational Case Journal, 8*(2). Article 2 – includes case study and teaching notes (This case was used by the Institute of Management Accountants of the United States for their student case competition, which took place at their Los Angeles convention in June 2015.).


Visual Art Presentation - Group


White Paper


Kwantlen Polytechnic University (KPU) is committed to actively supporting innovative research and scholarship that informs authentic, relevant, and integrative learning communities. It is developing cutting-edge curriculum and hands-on learning experiences to equip students with the practical knowledge, skills and abilities in four major areas of applied research: Design Thinking, Sustainability Thinking, building Healthy Communities, and innovations in Clean Technology.

KPU encourages the exchange of knowledge and expertise between academia and public/private partners that are mutually beneficial. Collaborative partnerships enable students and faculty to work on projects of interest with industry and community, while exploring real-world solutions. Such partnerships promote and expand the mobilization and transfer of knowledge to the benefit of the broader community, and provide students with job relevant skills. KPU’s Office of Research and Scholarship acts as a connection point for faculty, students, funders, industry and community partners. To learn more and connect, visit kpu.ca/research.